SS-25 Action Plan for
January 1, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- SoCalGas to drive Picarro vehicle to collect ambient reads
- Team Industrial to monitor with FLIR camera and document methane reads at SS-25
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 2, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- SoCalGas to drive Picarro vehicle to collect ambient reads
- Team Industrial to monitor with FLIR camera and document methane reads at SS-25
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 3, 2017

SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

---

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- SoCalGas to drive Picarro vehicle to collect ambient reads
- Team Industrial to monitor with FLIR camera and document methane reads at SS-25

Activities That Require Approval

- Geosyntec to conduct monthly BMP inspection
- ISI to check fluid levels on SS-25, SS-25A and SS-25B
- Schlumberger to install DTS fiber line on SS-25 and perform DTS temperature surveys on SS-25 and SS-25A
- UCI to assist Schlumberger with install of DTS fiber line
- Argus to inspect scaffolding on SS-25
- SoCalGas to install pressure monitors on SS-25
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 4, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- SoCalGas to drive Picarro vehicle to collect ambient reads
- Team Industrial to monitor with FLIR camera and document methane reads at SS-25
- Geosyntec to conduct monthly BMP inspection
- SoCalGas to install pressure monitors on SS-25
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 5, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- SoCalGas to drive Picarro vehicle to collect ambient reads
- Team Industrial to monitor with FLIR camera and document methane reads at SS-25
- SoCalGas to install pressure monitors on SS-25
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 6, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- SoCalGas to drive Picarro vehicle to collect ambient reads
- Team Industrial to monitor with FLIR camera and document methane reads at SS-25
- SoCalGas to install pressure monitors on SS-25
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 7, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 8, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 9, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

---

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 10, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- SoCalGas and Geosyntec personnel to conduct site walk of SS-25
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 11, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Geosyntec to conduct monthly BMP inspection
- ISI to measure fluid levels on SS-25, SS-25A and SS-25B
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 12, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Geosyntec to conduct monthly BMP inspection
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 13, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Geosyntec to conduct monthly BMP inspection
SS-25 Action Plan for  
January 14, 2017  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for  
January 15, 2017  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 17, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Geosyntec to conduct BMP maintenance
- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25 and SS-25A
SS-25 Action Plan for  
January 18, 2017  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Geosyntec to conduct BMP maintenance

Activities That Require Approval

- ISI to shoot fluid levels on SS-25, SS-25A and SS-25B
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 19, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Geosyntec to conduct BMP maintenance
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 20, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 21, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 22, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 23, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 24, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25 and SS-25A
SS-25 Action Plan for  
January 25, 2017  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- SoCalGas personnel to conduct site walk of SS-25
- Geosyntec to conduct BMP inspection and repairs as needed
- American Integrated Services, Inc. to assist Geosyntec as needed
- ISI to shoot fluid levels on SS-25, SS-25A and SS-25B
SS-25 Action Plan for 
January 26, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Geosyntec to conduct BMP inspection and repairs as needed
- American Integrated Services, Inc. to assist Geosyntec as needed

Activities That Require Approval

- SED and DOGGR personnel to conduct site visit of SS-25
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 27, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for  
January 28, 2017  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Henkels & McCoy to adjust the northernmost security camera
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 28, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Henkels & McCoy to adjust the northernmost security camera
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 29, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 30, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- ISI to shoot fluid levels on SS-25, SS-25A and SS-25B
SS-25 Action Plan for
January 31, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- AECOM and Henkels & McCoy to perform inspection and maintenance of security cameras
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 1, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM and Henkels & McCoy to perform inspection and maintenance of security cameras

Activities That Require Approval

- Henkels & McCoy to conduct diagnostic check on generator transfer switch due to anticipated work on adjacent power pole
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 1, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- AECOM and Henkels & McCoy to perform inspection and maintenance of security cameras

Activities That Require Approval

- Henkels & McCoy to conduct diagnostic check on generator transfer switch due to anticipated work on adjacent power pole
- ISI to shoot fluid levels on SS-25, SS-25A and SS-25B
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 2, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

 SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
 SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
 SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
 Henkels & McCoy to conduct diagnostic check on generator transfer switch due to anticipated work on adjacent power pole
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 3, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- BCI to remove existing guard shack from SS-25
- Mobile Mini to deliver and place replacement guard shack
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 4, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 5, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 6, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Krummich Engineering to conduct bi-annual integrity pressure test on SS-25B (DOGGR Directive 1109)
- Premier Oil to assist Krummich with pressure test
- Onyx to assist Krummich with pressure test
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 7, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Krummich Engineering to conduct bi-annual integrity pressure test on SS-25B (DOGGR Directive 1109)
- Premier Oil to assist Krummich with pressure test
- Onyx to assist Krummich with pressure test

Activities That Require Approval

- SoCalGas personnel to conduct site walk of SS-25
- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25 and SS-25A
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 8, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- SoCalGas personnel to conduct site walk of SS-25

Activities That Require Approval

- ISI to shoot fluid levels on SS-25, SS-25A and SS-25B
SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 10, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 11, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for  
February 12, 2017  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 13, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 14, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25 and SS-25A
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 15, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Geosyntec to conduct BMP inspection and maintenance as needed
- BCI to remove air compressor from site
- ISI to shoot fluid levels on SS-25, SS-25A and SS-25B
SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Geosyntec to conduct BMP inspection and maintenance as needed
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 16, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Geosyntec to conduct BMP inspection and maintenance as needed

Activities That Require Approval

- Welaco and Interact to perform Noise and Temperature log on SS-25B (DOGGR directive 1109)
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 17, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Welaco and Interact to perform Noise and Temperature log on SS-25B (DOGGR directive 1109)
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 18, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for  
February 19, 2017  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 20, 2017

SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for  
February 21, 2017  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25 and SS-25A
- Schlumberger to remove DTS fiber line from SS-25A
- T&T to assist Schlumberger with removal of DTS fiber line from SS-25A
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 22, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- ISI to shoot fluid levels on SS-25, SS-25A and SS-25B
- Padilla Electric to conduct job walk for power to new guard shack
SS-25 Action Plan for  
February 23, 2017  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 24, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 25, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 27, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Padilla Electric to connect electricity to guard shack
SS-25 Action Plan for
February 28, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Padilla Electric to connect electricity to guard shack

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25
SS-25 Action Plan for  
February 28, 2017  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Padilla Electric to connect electricity to guard shack
- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25

Activities That Require Approval

- G.M. Volkmar Consulting, Inc., Krummrich Engineering, and Oilfield Safety Services to perform a job walk to prepare for workover rig on SS-25A
- Argus to remove scaffolding from SS-25A
SS-25 Action Plan for  
March 1, 2017 

SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Padilla Electric to connect electricity to guard shack
- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25

Activities That Require Approval

- G.M. Volkmar Consulting, Inc., Krummrich Engineering, and Oilfield Safety Services to perform a job walk to prepare for workover rig on SS-25A
- Argus to remove scaffolding from SS-25A

Mobilization, set-up and equipment staging at the SS-25A well site to begin the workover process (March 1, 2017):

- Krummrich Engineering to supervise the workover rig
- Ensign Energy Services, Inc. to provide the workover rig equipment and crew
- Doby Hagar Trucking to provide support equipment and services for workover rig
- Weatherford International to provide support equipment and services for workover rig
- Onyx to provide support equipment and services for workover rig
- G.M. Volkmar Consulting to provide support equipment and services for workover rig
- T&T Truck and Crane to provide support equipment and services for workover rig
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 1, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 1, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- ISI to shoot fluid levels on SS-25, SS-25A and SS-25B
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 2, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Oilfield Safety Services to perform a job walk of the rig anchors in anticipation of the pending rig work
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 3, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- G.M. Volkmar Consulting, Inc. to assess rig layout in anticipation of pending rig work on SS-25A
- Krummrich Engineering to assess rig layout in anticipation of pending rig work on SS-25A
SS-25 Action Plan for  
March 4, 2017  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 5, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 6, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 7, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 8, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- U.S. Government Accountability Office, Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration and SoCalGas personnel to conduct site walk of SS-25
- ISI to shoot fluid levels on SS-25, SS-25A and SS-25B
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 9, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- U.S. Government Accountability Office, Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration and SoCalGas personnel to conduct site walk of SS-25

Activities That Require Approval

- Geosyntec to perform a job walk of the SS-25A slab for geotechnical planning of the pending rig work
SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Geosyntec to perform a job walk of the SS-25A slab for geotechnical planning of the pending rig work
- Krummrich Engineering, Oilfield Safety Anchor Service, Advanced Industrial Services, and G.M. Volkmar Consulting, Inc. to install rig anchors in preparation of the pending rig work

Activities That Require Approval

- Argus to remove scaffolding from SS-25A and SS-25B
- Pacific Petroleum to replace portable restrooms
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 11, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Krummrich Engineering, Oilfield Safety Anchor Service, Advanced Industrial Services, and G.M. Volkmar Consulting, Inc. to install rig anchors in preparation of the pending rig work
SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 13, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for  
March 14, 2017  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 15, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- ISI to shoot fluid levels on SS-25, SS-25A and SS-25B
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 16, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 17, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 18, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 19, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for  
March 20, 2017  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- BCI to remove air compressor from SS-25 site
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 21, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

 SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
 SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
 SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

 Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 22, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

- **SS-25 Approved Activities**
  - SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
  - SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
  - SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

- **Activities That Require Approval**
  - ISI to shoot fluid levels on SS-25, SS-25A and SS-25B
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 23, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 24, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 25, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 26, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 27, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 28, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25
- SoCalGas personnel onsite for well cellar assessment
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 29, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- SoCalGas personnel onsite for well cellar assessment

Activities That Require Approval

- ISI to shoot fluid levels on SS-25, SS-25A and SS-25B
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 30, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
March 31, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
April 1, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

Work To Commence on April 3, 2017:
- Krummrich Consulting to oversee pumping and pressure testing on SS-25A
- Premier Oil Services to provide pumping services and digital pressure testing log on SS-25A
- Onyx Oil Services to provide flowback equipment and assist as needed on SS-25A
- Doby Hagar Trucking to assist as needed on SS-25A

Work To Commence on April 4, 2017:
- Welaco to perform noise/temperature log on SS-25A
SS-25 Action Plan for
April 2, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Work To Commence on April 3, 2017:
- Krummrich Consulting to oversee pumping and pressure testing on SS-25A
- Premier Oil Services to provide pumping services and digital pressure testing log on SS-25A
- Onyx Oil Services to provide flowback equipment and assist as needed on SS-25A
- Doby Hagar Trucking to assist as needed on SS-25A

Work To Commence on April 4, 2017:
- Welaco to perform noise/temperature log on SS-25A
SS-25 Action Plan for
April 3, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Krummrich Consulting to oversee pumping and pressure testing on SS-25A
- Premier Oil Services to provide pumping services and digital pressure testing log on SS-25A
- Onyx Oil Services to provide flowback equipment and assist as needed on SS-25A
- Doby Hagar Trucking to assist as needed on SS-25A

Work To Commence on April 4, 2017:
- Welaco to perform noise/temperature log on SS-25A

Activities That Require Approval

- DOGGR District personnel onsite to witness testing
SS-25 Action Plan for
April 4, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Krummrich Consulting to oversee pumping and pressure testing on SS-25A
- Welaco to perform noise/temperature log on SS-25A
- DOGGR District personnel onsite to witness testing

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25
SS-25 Action Plan for
April 5, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Krummrich Consulting to oversee pumping and pressure testing on SS-25A
- Welaco to perform noise/temperature log on SS-25A
- DOGGR District personnel onsite to witness testing

Activities That Require Approval

- ISI to shoot fluid levels on SS-25, SS-25A and SS-25B
SS-25 Action Plan for
April 6, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
April 7, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
April 8, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to install DTS fiber line on SS-25B
- T&T Crane to assist Schlumberger as needed
SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for  
April 10, 2017  
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to install DTS fiber line on SS-25 B
- T&T Crane to assist Schlumberger as needed
- Argus to install scaffolding on SS-25 B
- BCI to supply air compressor
SS-25 Action Plan for
April 11, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Schlumberger to install DTS fiber line on SS-25 B
- T&T Crane to assist Schlumberger as needed
- Argus to install scaffolding on SS-25 B
- BCI to supply air compressor
- Henkels & McCoy to adjust south side security camera (high wind has knocked it out of alignment)

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25
SS-25 Action Plan for
April 12, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Henkels & McCoy to adjust south side security camera (high wind has knocked it out of alignment)

Activities That Require Approval

- ISI to shoot fluid levels on SS-25, SS-25A and SS-25B
SS-25 Action Plan for
April 13, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Henkels & McCoy to adjust south side security camera (high wind has knocked it out of alignment)

Activities That Require Approval

- Ensign to take measurements as part of rig preparation
SS-25 Action Plan for
April 14, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
- Henkels & McCoy to adjust south side security camera (high wind has knocked it out of alignment)
SS-25 Action Plan for
April 15, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities
SS-25 Action Plan for
April 17, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Weatherford to get measurements for SS-25 A wellhead
SS-25 Action Plan for
April 18, 2017
SS-25 Well Site Field Operations Supervisors: Chris Smith and Larry Andrews

SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- Schlumberger to collect DTS temperature data on SS-25
SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities

Activities That Require Approval

- ISI to shoot fluid levels on SS-25, SS-25 A and SS-25 B
- Krummrich Engineering to conduct job walk for rig preparation
SS-25 Approved Activities

- SoCalGas to conduct daily leak survey by FLIR camera pursuant to AQMD Order for Abatement
- SoCalGas to take SS-25 A&B pressure reads (DOGGR directive)
- SoCalGas personnel onsite to support SS-25 activities